Helping You Manage The New Normal

In today’s world, organizations need to be ready to quickly shift course to respond to emergency situations, adopting new business approaches or refining the way they keep their employees, partners & customers safe.

ProSys Wellness Screening & Monitoring Solutions transform the safety & security of the workplace enabling enabling the highest levels of performance & productivity.

Challenges

New Screening Requirements for Shared Spaces
Potential Transmission Risk through Manual Screening Efforts
Dedicated Onsite Resources Required to Manage Screening Activities

Our Solution

Maintaining Safety and Security in the Workplace

Protect your employees, partners & customers through contactless temperature screening, mask detection & more. ProSys has a variety of monitoring solutions available to meet your unique organizational needs.

Portable | Wall-mount | Wrist Kiosk | Facial Kiosk

Integration with Access Control Systems
Indoor & Outdoor Solutions
No Operator Required
Real-time Notifications
Optimized for Large Enterprises

Remote monitoring capabilities reducing person-to-person contact
Mask detection & pass/fail alerts
Contactless & passive skin temperature detection
Temperature readings through face, head, inner eye & wrist
Cost-effective security & health safety
Compliance with wellness screening policies

Mitigate the spread of illness & viruses anywhere large numbers of people work or gather

- Airports
- K-12 Schools & Camps
- Colleges
- Plants, Factories & Warehouses
- Public Transportation
- Office Buildings
- Healthcare Facilities
- Grocery & Retail Stores
- Sports & Entertainment Venues
- Shopping Malls
- Restaurants

ProSys offers expert, proven solutions across the IT landscape, leveraging a differentiated partner network, ensuring clients benefit from leading-edge technology. Our specialized suite of Emergency Response Solutions can be implemented quickly and with zero friction to your workforce or existing support model.

Contact us today to get started.
www.prosys.com
678-268-1300
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